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► 2017 anniversary issues of the Armed Forces of
The Philippines/ Philippines Armed Forces.
Philippines Armed Forces, Philippines:
Philippines Armed Forces, 2017. 174 pg.: col. ill.; 30 cm.

► A military history of Afghanistan : from the great
game to the global war on terror / Ali Ahmad Jalali.

Books etc.

►
ASEAN champions : emerging stalwarts in
regional integration / Seung Ho Park, Gerardo
Rivera Ungson, Jamil Paolo S. Francisco.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017.
xx, 247 pg.: ill.; 22 cm.
The book provides insights for future firm and
government-led strategies to enhance the integration
process.

Lawrence ,Kansas : University Press of Kansas , 2017
xvi, 617 pages : illustrations, maps ; 25 cm.

► A relational theory of world politics / Yaqing Qin
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018
xxiv, 390 pages ; 23 cm.

► American grand strategy and East Asian security
in the twenty first century/ David C. Kang
Cambridge: Cambridge Univ Press, 2017.
xv, 212 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm.
In this important book, David C. Kang argues that
American grand strategy should emphasize diplomatic
and economic relations with the region, rather than
military-first policies. Using longitudinal and
comparative data, statistical analysis, and intensive
research in selected East Asian countries, he suggests
that East Asia is in sync with the American desire to
share burdens and that the region may in fact be more
stable than popularly.

► Ask a North Korean : defectors talk about their
lives inside the world's most secretive nation /
Daniel Tudor ; foreword by Andrei Lankov ;
translations by Elizabeth Jae, Nara Han, Ashley Cho
and Daniel Tudor.
Rutland: Tuttle Publishing, 2017 256 pages,
32 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm.
The long-running "Ask a North Korean" column
produced by NK News in Washington D.C. invites
readers to ask questions of recent North Korean
defectors about everyday issues that are not generally
discussed in the media

► China as a polar great power/ Anne-Marie Brady
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017.
xix, 273 pages: illustrations, maps; 22 cm.

► China's Asian dream: empire building along the
new silk road/ Tom Miller
► Armenia, Australia & the great war/ Vicken
Babkenian & Peter Stanley.
Kensington: Univ of New South Wales, 2016
xii, 323 pages, 16 unnumbered leaves of plates :
illustrations, facsimiles, maps, portraits, photographs ;
24 cm.

London: Zed Books, 2017
xii, 292 pages : map, 21 cm.

► China's future / David Shambaugh
Cambridge : Polity Press, 2016.
xviii, 203 pages.: illustrations ; 22 cm.

►
ASEAN 50 : regional security cooperation
through selected documents / [edited by] Daniel
Chua, Eddie Lim.
Singapore: World Scientific, 2018.
xx, 344 pages; 23 cm.
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►
Criminologies of the military : militarism,
national security and justice / edited by Andrew
Goldsmith and Ben Wadham.
Oxford, New York : Hart Publishing, 2018
x, 212 pages ; 24 cm.
This innovative collection offers one of the first analyses
of criminologies of the military from an
interdisciplinary perspective.

Books etc.

► Evidence for hope : making human rights work
in the 21st century / Kathryn Sikkink.
Princeton , New Jersey : Princeton University Press/
2017viii, 318 pages : illustrations, charts ; 25 cm.
A history of the successes of the human rights
movement and a case for why human rights work
Evidence for Hope makes the case that, yes, human
rights work. Critics may counter that the movement is
in serious jeopardy or even a questionable byproduct of
Western imperialism.

► Dilemmas of humanitarian aid in the twentieth
century / edited by Johannes Paulmann.
Oxford, New York : Oxford University Press, 2016
ix, 451 pages ; 22 cm.
This volume explores the history of humanitarian aid
revealing fundamental dilemmas inherent in
humanitarian practice for more than a century.

► Disaster risk reduction for the built
environment/ Lee Bosher and Ksenia Chmutina.

►
From resilience to revolution : how foreign
interventions destabilize the Middle East / Sean L.
Yom.
New York: Columbia University Press, 2015
xiii, 294 pages ; 24 cm.
A key text for foreign policy scholars, From Resilience to
Revolution shows how outside interference can corrupt
the most basic choices of governance: who to reward,
who to punish, who to compensate, and who to
manipulate.

Hoboken: Wiley-Blackwell, 2017
xxxiii, 267 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm.
► Global kawal: the Filipino soldier in the United
Nations Blue Beret/ Colonel Roberto T Ancan.
► Disruptive power : the crisis of the state in the
digital age / Taylor Owen.

Quezon City: Armed Forces of the Philippines, 2015.
75 pg.: ill. (some Col.); 31 cm.

Oxford, New York : Oxford university Press, 2015
x, 248 pages ; 24 cm
For each chapter of Owen's book will look at a different
aspect of international affairs, profiling the disruptive
innovators and demonstrating how they are challenging
existing power structures for good and ill.

► Drug trafficking and international security/ Paul
Rexton Kan
Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2016
xii, 223 pages; 23 cm.

► Governing from the skies : a global history of
aerial bombing / Thomas Hippler ; Translated by
David Fernbach.
London : Verso, 2017 xxii, 218 pages ; 21 cm.
This is the political shift that has led us today to a world
governance under United States hegemony defined as
'perpetual low-intensity war', which is presently
striking regions such as Yemen and Pakistan, but which
tomorrow could spread to the whole world population.

► Homecomings : the belated return of Japan's lost
soldiers / Yoshikuni Igarashi.
New York: Columbia University Press, 2016
viii, 302 pages : illustrations, maps ; 24 cm.
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►
How Asian women lead : lessons for global
corporations / Jane Horan

► Jane's world air forces / Lindsay Peacock and
Eleanor Keymer.

New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014
ix, 172 pages ; 25 cm.

Issue 48 Coulsdon, UK : Jane's Information Group, 2018.
[12], 729 pg.

This text provides a vastly
Western-focused leadership
obstacles Asian women face
looking beneath the corporate
and family perspectives.

Alphabetical listing by country of all air forces. Each
entry includes assessment of the air force, deployments,
order of battle, operational art and tactical doctrine,
training, procurement, and tables of fixed and rotary
wing aircraft and missiles in service.
Executive
summary lists details of major procurement events
during the previous six months. No longer included:
inventories of other aircraft operators, photographs,
maps of airbase locations, cross referenced indexes.

different picture than
literature, highlighting
reaching the top, and
surface to show cultural

► Humanitarian ethics: a guide to the morality of
aid in war and disaster/ Hugo Slim
London: C Hurst & Company, 2015.
xii, 300 pages; 21 cm.

► International intervention and local politics/
Shahar Hameiri, Caroline Hughes and Fabio
Scarpello

►
Malaysian battalion: United Nations interim
force in Lebanon (Julai 2009 - April 2010)/ Markas
Angkatan Bersama.
Markas Angkatan Bersama
Ampang: Permai Padujaya Sdn Bhd, 2010.
250 pg.: col. ill., maps; 31 cm.

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017.
xii, 253 pages ; 23 cm.
►
Mapping naval warfare : a visual history of
conflict at sea / Jeremy Black.
► It's my country too : women's military stories
from the American Revolution to Afghanistan /
edited by Jerri Bell and Tracy Crow ; foreword by
Kayla Williams.
Washington : Potomac Books, 2017
xxi, 330 pages, 22 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations ; 24 cm.
This inspiring anthology is the first to convey the
noteworthy experiences and contributions of women in
the American military in their own words-from the
Revolutionary War to the present wars in the Middle
East.

Oxford: Osprey Publishing Ltd, 2017
192 pages : illustrations, maps ; 29 m.
This book examines stunning original maps from a
series of key conflicts from the Spanish Armada, the
American Wars of Independence, and the Napoleonic
wars to twentieth century conflicts from the First World
War to Vietnam, and explains how they were
represented through mapping and how the maps
produced helped naval commanders to plan their
strategy.

► Marketing management and communications in
the public sector/ Martial Pasquier and Jean-Patrick
Villeneuve.
Second edition London: Routledge, 2018
x, 264 pg.: ill.; 23 cm
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► Meraih 27 darjat/ Pusat Da'wah Islamiah Brunei
Darussalam

► Policing and social media: social control in an
era of new media/ Dr Christopher J Schneider.

Pusat Da'wah Islamiah Brunei Darussalam
[Bandar Seri Begawan] : Pusat Da'wah Islamiah, 2017.
54 pg.; 25 cm.

Lanham: Lexington Books, 2017.
159 pg.; 23 cm.

► Military force and elite power in the formation
of modern china/ Edward A. Mccord

► Raven rock: the story of the U.S. governments
secret plan to save its self-while the rest of us die/
Graff Garrett M

London: Routledge, 2016
xiii, 183 pages; 23 cm.

New York: Simon & Schuster, 2017
529 pg.: ill.( some col.), map; 21 cm.

► Military soft power: public diplomacy through
military educational exchanges/ Carol L. Atkinson

► Rebel prince : the power, passion and defiance
of Prince Charles / Tom Bower.

Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2014
xiii, 189 pg: ill.; 23 cm.

London: William Collins, an imprint of HarperCollins
Publishers, 2018 xv, 366 pages, 16 unnumbered pages
of plates : illustrations (chiefly colour), portraits ; 24
cm.

► Misunderstanding terrorism / Marc Sageman.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania : University of Pennsylvania
Press, 2017. 213 pages ; 23 cm.
The post-9/11 decade experienced the emergence of
new forms of political violence and new terrorist actors.

► My life as a spy: investigations in a secret police
file / Katherine Verdery
Durham: Duke University Press, 2018.
xvi, 323 pages : illustrations, portraits ; 23 cm.

► Old soldiers don't fade away: they tell stories/ K
Rajamanikam (ed.)
Singapore: SAF Veterans League, 2015.
193 pg.: ill.; 21 cm.

Bower's book, relying on the testimony from over 120
people employed or welcomed into the inner sanctum
of Clarence House, reveals a royal household rife with
intrigue and misconduct. The result is a book which
uniquely will probe into the character and court of the
Charles that no one, until now, has seen.

► Regional risk and security in Japan : whither the
everyday / Glenn D. Hook, Ra Mason and Paul
O'Shea
London: Routledge, 2015
xvii, 238 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm.

► Sebuah kemenangan nyata: kisah hidup nabi
serta peperangan di zamannya:/ Nik Abdul Aziz Nik
Mat
Selangor: Kemilau Publika Sdn Bhd, 2015
xiii, 514 pg.; 25 cm.

► Once and future partners: the United States,
Russia and nuclear non-proliferation/ William C.
Potter (ed.)
London: the International Institute for Strategic Studies,
2018. 293 pg.; 23 cm.
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►
Southeast Asian affairs 2018 / edited by
Malcolm Cook and Daljit Singh
Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian, 2018
xv, 444 pages: illustrations, maps; 26 cm.
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► Thailand: shifting ground between the US and a
rising China / Benjamin Zawacki

►
The power triangle : military, security, and
politics in regime change /cHazem Kandil.

London: Zed Books, 2017
xiv, 370 pages; 23 cm.

New York : Oxford University Press, 2016
xiii, 403 pages ; 25 cm.

►
The art of creating power : Freedman on
strategy / Benedict Wilkinson, James Gow (editors).

► The Royal Air Force day by day : 1918-2018 /
Graham Pitchfork ; foreword by Sir Stephen Hillier.

London: C. Hurst & Co. (Publishers) Ltd., 2017
xxvii, 484 pages ; 23 cm.

Stroud, Gloucestershire : History Press, 2017
424 pages ; 31 cm.

► The ASEAN economic community and beyond:
myths and realities / Sanchita Basu Das

► The six-day war: the breaking of the Middle
East/ Guy Laron

Singapore: ISEAS, 2016
xvi, 290 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm.

New Haven: Yale University Press, 2018
x, 368 pages: illustrations, map; 20 cm.

►
The ASEAN miracle: a catalyst for peace/
Kishore Mahbubani and Jeffery Sng

► A theory of world politics/ Mathias Albert

Singapore: Nus Press, 2017
xv, 264 pg. ill.; maps. 23 cm.

► The British and the Vietnam war: their way with
LBJ/ Nicholas Tarling
Singapore: Nus Press, 2017.
x, 451 pages ; 23 cm.

►
The four aspects of joint: a model for
comparatively evaluating the extent of jointness
whithin army forces/ Aaron P. Jackson

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017.
xiii, 254 pages; 23 cm.

► Understanding cyber conflict : 14 analogies /
edited by George Perkovich, Ariel E. Levite.
Washington: Georgetown University Press, 2017
viii, 297 pages; 25 cm.

► Vietnam war US & allied combat equipments /
Gordon L Rottman ; illustrated by Adam Hook.
Oxford : Osprey Publishing , 2017
64 pages.: illustrations (some colors); 25 cm.

canberra: Defence Publishing Service, 2018.
78 pg.: ill. (som. col.); 21 cm.
► Weapon of choice : small arms and the culture of
military innovation / Matthew Ford.
► The Great War and the Middle East : a strategic
study / Rob Johnson.
First edition. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016
xviii, 354 pages : illustrations, maps ; 24 cm.
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London : Hurst & Company , 2017.
xii, 248 pages ; 22 cm.
This work examines Western military technological
innovation through the lens of developments in small
arms during the twentieth century.
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► What is Russia up to in the Middle East?/ Dmitri
Trenin
Cambridge: Polity Press, 2018
viii, 144 pg.; 19 cm.

►
Women leadership in emerging markets:
featuring 46 women leaders/ edited by Shireen
Chengadu and Caren Scheepers
New York: Routledge, 2017
xxxviii, 312 pages : illustrations, map ; 23 cm.

Books listed here are available in one or more of the
following libraries:

MINDEF Library & Info Centre

SHHB-IDSS Library

Defence Academy Library

Training Institute RBAF Library

Intelligence Training Wing
Please refer to the library online catalogue (OPAC) for
book location
URL: http://www.mindef.gov.bn/library
Tel: +673 2385588
e-mail: library@mindef.gov.bn
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